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Abstract—Many data-intensive applications like MapReduce are network-bound in data centers, due to transfer massive amount of
flows across successive processing stages. Data flows in such an incast or shuffle transfer are highly correlated and aggregated at the
receiver side. Prior work aims to aggregate correlated flows of each transfer, during the transmission phase as early as possible, so as
to directly lower down the network traffic. However, many applications do not constrain the flows’ endpoints of each transfer as long as
certain constraints are satisfied. Such uncertain transfers bring new opportunities and challenges to lower down the network traffic than
prior deterministic transfers. In this paper, we focus on aggregating an uncertain incast transfer and minimizing the amount of caused
network traffic. Prior approaches, relying on deterministic incast transfers, remain inapplicable. This paper makes the first step towards
the study of aggregating uncertain incast transfer. We propose efficient approaches from two aspects, i.e., the initialization of uncertain
senders and the incast tree building. We first design two initialization methods to pick the best deterministic senders for an uncertain
incast transfer, so as to form the least number of disjoint sender groups. Thus, flows from each group would be aggregated as one flow
on a common one-hop neighbor, irrespective of the location of a picked receiver. Accordingly, we propose the interstage-based and
intrastage-based incast tree building methods to exploit the benefits of our initialization methods. We provide evidence to show that our
approach can achieve the benefits of in-network aggregation for any uncertain incast transfer. Moreover, an uncertain incast transfer
significantly outperforms any related deterministic one, in terms of reduced network traffic and saved network resources.
Index Terms—Data center, uncertain incast, data aggregation
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I NTRODUCTION

The network is crucial for many data-intensive applications in production data centers, such as MapReduce
[1] and Spark [2]. To achieve high scalability, these applications usually adopt the partition/aggregate model
[3], [4]. In this model, each server at the partition stage
processes a subset of a large input data set and generates
a set of local intermediate data. Each server at the aggregate stage would retrieve a subset of the intermediate
data from each server at the partition stage and then
perform aggregation on all received data to generate the
final result. The functions running on each aggregating
server include MIN, MAX, SUM, COUNT, TOP-K, KNN,
et. al, and other user-defined aggregation functions.
This partition/aggregate model follows a data flow
computation paradigm. That is, massive flows, referred
as a set of transfers, are delivered between machines
across successive processing stages. In each transfer, the
data flows are typically highly correlated. The many-tomany shuffle and many-to-one incast transfers are common data transfers, contributing most of the network
traffic. They impose severe impacts on the application
performance and the utilization of data centers.
To tackle such a crucial problem, many advanced datacenter networking structures (DCN) have been proposed
to improve the network capacity for future data centers,
such as Fat-Tree [5], VL2 [6], BCube [7], and BCN [8].
Besides such efforts, it is more important to efficiently
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use the available network bandwidth of data centers.
The insight is to optimize the network utilization inside a
data center, by scheduling such transfers at the flow-level
or coflow-level [9], [10], [11]. However, data-intensive
applications still suffer from the network transmission
bottlenecks and hence are network-bound.
We focus on designing novel network utilization approaches at the level of transfers, from the aspect of
joint optimization between applications and networks.
The fundamental motivation is to directly lower down
the resultant network traffic per data transfer across
successive stages. This method can significantly reduce
the network usage per data transfer and is orthogonal to
prior methods on improving the network capacity and
flow scheduling. Thus, they can be combined to further
optimize such data-intensive applications on demand. In
this paper, we study the incast transfer since a shuffle
transfer consists of multiple incast transfers.
The in-network aggregation of each incast transfer
[4], [12] is a potential solution to our problem. The
basic insight is to push the aggregation computation into
the network, which is traditionally performed by one
or more machines at the successive stage. It, however,
assumes prior knowledge of transfer characteristics, i.e.,
the endpoints of each flow in an incast transfer are fixed
in advance. We call this case as the deterministic incast
transfer. Only in this way, all flows of an incast transfer
can be scheduled along an optimal incast tree to exploit
the gain of the in-network aggregation via caching and
aggregating flows during the transmission process.
Unfortunately, in many cases, the characteristics of an
incast transfer are unknown a prior. For many incast

transfers, it is not necessary that the endpoints of their
flows have to be at specific locations as long as certain
constraints are satisfied. An illustrative scenario is that
GFS-like file systems will write each block of large pieces
of data into three machines across two racks. Thus, a
map task would be scheduled to one of three machines
hosting its input data, in order to achieve the data
locality. This fact brings the sender flexibility for an
incast transfer. More precisely, for an incast transfer with
m flows, the number of different combination of possible
sender endpoints is 3m . Moreover, a reduce task may be
scheduled to any machine in a data center as long as it
has sufficient task slots. This fact incurs the receiver flexibility for an incast transfer. Such a problem is defined
as the uncertain incast transfer, a more general setting
of incast transfer. The uncertain sender of each flow
refers to an endpoint set not a fixed endpoint. So does
the uncertain receiver. This brings new opportunities to
lower down the network traffic per incast transfer.
In this paper, our objective is to minimize the amount
of the network traffic for completing an uncertain incast
transfer by applying the in-network aggregation. Prior
approaches, relying on deterministic incast transfers,
remain inapplicable to uncertain incast transfers. This
paper makes the first step towards the study of aggregating uncertain incast transfer, and chooses BCube as a
representative DCN, without loss of generality.
We present novel aggregation approach for uncertain
incast transfers to directly lower down the network
traffic from two stages. First, we model the initialization of uncertain senders as the minimal sender group
(MSG) problem. That is, those picked best senders for
all involved flows form the least number of disjoint
groups, where all senders in each group are mutual
one-hop neighbors. Thus, flows from each group would
be aggregated as one by a common one-hop neighbor,
irrespective of the picked receiver. This would reduce
the caused network traffic at the earliest time. To achieve
such benefits, we propose two efficient methods, the SDbased and MD-based MSG methods in Section 4.2.
Second, given the set of picked best senders and a
random receiver, building an aggregation incast tree
with the least cost is NP-hard. Prior approaches [4],
[12], however, fail to exploit the benefits of our MSG
initialization methods and achieves less gain of innetwork aggregation. More seriously, they are sensitive
to the picked receiver, while it is impractical to find
the best receiver from all candidates. Thus, we design
two approximate methods for uncertain incast transfers
in Section 4.3, the interstage-based and intrastage-based
methods. They can build an efficient incast aggregation
tree by exploiting the benefits of the preferred MD-based
initialization method.
We evaluate the proposed approaches with large-scale
simulations. The results demonstrate that our approach
can achieve the benefits of in-network aggregation for
any uncertain incast transfer, significantly reducing the
caused network traffic and saving network resources.

Moreover, our MD-based initialization method outperforms our SD-based and the random initialization methods. Our intrastage-based tree building method is better
than our interstage-based method and the prior IRS-based
method designed for deterministic incast transfers [12].
Results indicate that our intrastage-based and interstagebased incast trees for an uncertain incast transfer can
save the caused network traffic up to 33.85% and 27% on
average, against to the prior IRS-based incast tree. More
network traffic can be saved if the members of an incast
transfer in the data centers are selected in a managed
way instead of a random way.
Recently, the idea of network as a service (NaaS)
[13], [14] has been proposed for data centers. NaaS can
naturally support the deployment of custom routing
protocols, including multicast, incast, as well as more
sophisticated mechanism. This mechanism can simplify
the realization of aggregating uncertain incast transfer
in data centers and make it become feasible in practice.
Note that aggregating uncertain as well as deterministic
incast transfer can directly lower down the resultant network traffic per incast transfer. The proposed methods
in this paper are orthogonal to prior methods on the
incast TCP congestion problem [3], [15]. For an uncertain
incast transfer, each aggregating node in our incast tree
would considerably reduce the size of forwarded data.
This would decrease the potential risk of the incast TCP
congestion at aggregating nodes, compared to existing
incast transfer without aggregation.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We
discuss the preliminaries in Section 2. We model the
problem of aggregating uncertain incast transfer in Section 3. We present the initialization method and incast
aggregation tree building methods for an uncertain incast transfer in Section 4. We evaluate our methods using
a prototype and large-scale simulations in Section 5 and
conclude this work in Section 6.

2

P RELIMINARIES

We start with the incast transfer model in data centers,
and then analyze the gain and feasibility of aggregating
incast transfers. Table 1 lists the symbols and notations
used in the rest of this paper.
2.1

Incast transfer model in data centers

Many mapreduce-like jobs, such as Dryad, Pregel, and
Spark, follow a data flow computation paradigm, where
massive data are transferred across successive processing
stages in each job. We use the Mapreduce as an example
to analyze the caused incast transfers in data centers.
A MapReduce job usually consists of two successive
processing stages.
In the map stage, each of map tasks locally executes
a map function on a server, processing a split of input
data. Each map task produces an intermediate data set,
consisting of a list of key-value pairs, which will be
processed by a set of reduce tasks in the reduce stage.
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TABLE 1
Symbols and Notations

(key1,1),(key2,1),
(key3,2),(key4,2)
flow 5

Term

Definition

m
r
si
Si
S
G1 , G2 , ..., Gβ
n
k
ej
γ
SD-based
MD-based
inter-stage
intra-stage

number of uncertain senders in an uncertain incast
a deterministic receiver in an uncertain incast
an uncertain sender, where 1≤i≤m
an endpoint set for any si , where 1<|Si |
the union of all Si
partitioned groups of all elements in S
number of ports per switch in a DCN, BCube(n, k)
the layers in a DCN, BCube(n, k)
a partition symbol ∈{0, 1, ..., k} for 0≤j≤k
the aggregation ratio among any set of flows
a greedy MSG method based on one dimension
a greedy MSG method based on multi-dimensions
an inter-stage aggregation scheme
an intra-stage aggregation scheme

flow 2

Each reduce task is responsible for a unique range of
keys, i.e., a partition of the key range shared by all map
tasks. Hence, each reduce task needs to first pull the
content of its partition from the output of all map tasks.
Thus, a shuffle transfer is established between the map
and reduce stages of a Mapreduce job. Each reduce task
applies a user-defined reduce function, an aggregative
function, to all received data from map tasks.
In general, each job brings a shuffle transfer, where a
data flow is established for every pair of sender i and
receiver j. In this paper, we focus on the incast transfer, a
specific shuffle transfer with m senders and one receiver.
2.2

(key2,1),(key3,1),(key4,1)
flow 1

(key1,3),(key2,3),
(key3,3),(key4,3)

(key1,1),(key3,1),(key4,1)

flow 7

(key1,1),(key2,1),(key3,1)
flow 3

Receiver
flow 6
(key1,2),(key2,2),
(key3,1),(key4,1)

Senders
flow 4
(key1,1),(key2,1),(key4,1)

Fig. 1. An example of the in-network aggregation for an
incast transfer.
shuffle phase. Fig.1 depicts an example of the in-network
aggregation of an incast transfer. Note that flows 1 and 2
are merged as a new flow 5, flows 3 and 4 are aggregated
as a new flow 6. Flows 5 and 6 are forwarded to the
receiver and aggregated as a new flow 7.
2.3 Feasibility of aggregating incast transfers
For an incast transfer, the gain of in-network aggregation
can be achieved only if its flows could be cached and
processed at some network devices along the routing
paths. Network structures for future data centers can be
roughly divided into two categories.
The first category is switch-centric, which organizes
switches into structures other than tree and puts the
interconnection intelligence on switches. Fat-Tree [5],
VL2 [6], PortLand [17], FBFLY [18] et al. fall into such
a category. Many efforts have been done to introduce
the application-specific in-network processing functionalities into data centers, such as [13], [14], [19], [20]. Such
methods can simplify the realization of aggregating uncertain incast transfer in data centers and make it become
feasible in practice. Additionally, commodity network
devices can be extended via dedicated devices to realize
the in-network cache and processing functionalities [21],
[22]. Such novel switches would offer programmable
data planes to support the in-network aggregation.
The second category is server-centric, which puts
the interconnection intelligence on commodity servers,
each of which acts as not only an end host but also
a mini-switch. BCube [7], BCN [8], CamCube [23] et
al. fall into such a category. In practice, a server can
connect a ServerSwitch card [24] or OnetSwitch card
[25], which uses a programmable switching chip for
advanced packet forwarding. As prior work [24], [26]
have shown, such a card can leverage the server’s resources for enabling customized in-network packet cache
and processing with the DPDK. Thus, server-centric data
centers offer a programmable and high performance data
plane to implement customized packet processing functions, including the in-network aggregation. If several
flows in an incast transfer rendezvous at a server, the
early arrived flows will be cached on the server. After
receiving all involved flows, the server will conduct the
in-network aggregation and forward the new flow to the
receiver of the incast transfer.

Gain of aggregating incast transfers

We observe that all of data flows in an incast transfer are
highly correlated. The reason is that the key range and
the partitioned results are identical for all map tasks. The
data, a list of key-value pairs, among such flows thus
share the identical key partition allocated to the same
receiver. Therefore, for a key-value pair in one flow of
an incast transfer there exists a key-value pair with the
identical key in any other flow with high probability, as
shown in Fig.1.
Accordingly, each receiver typically applies an aggregation function, e.g., MIN, MAX, SUM, COUNT, and
TOP-K, to the received data from all flows in such
an incast transfer. For most aggregative functions they
are associative and commutative. The benefit of such
aggregation functions is non-trivial. As prior work [16]
has shown, the reduction in the size between the input
data and output data of the receiver after aggregation is
81.7% for Facebook jobs.
Such an insight motivates us to push the aggregation
computation into the network, so as to implement an
in-network aggregation at the level of an incast transfer.
That is, we apply the same aggregate function to correlated flows of an incast transfer during the transmission
phase as early as possible, instead of waiting until they
reach at the receiver side. Such a design would not hurt
the correctness of the computing result at the receiver.
On the contrary, it can significantly reduce the number
of flows and the volume of transferring data during the
3

In summary, aggregating uncertain incast transfer is a
general problem in any existing and new data center networking structure (DCN). Without loss of generality, we
use BCube as an example to study this essential problem
in this paper. Moreover, the approaches proposed in this
paper can be directly applied to FBFLY [18] and HyperX
[27], two switch-centric networking structures, if they
utilize those novel switches each with a programmable
data plane. The reason is that the topology behind BCube
is an emulation of the generalized hypercube, while
the topologies of FBFLY and HyperX at the level of
switch are just the generalized hypercube. Note that
our methodology and approaches could not apply to all
existing and new DCNs. However, they bring insights
for addressing the same problem in other scenarios by
exploiting the topological features of different DCNs.
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receiver R. The uncertain sender si of each flow refers
to an endpoint set Si not a fixed endpoint for 1≤i≤m.
Moreover, the receiver is also uncertain.
A weak uncertain incast transfer is a special case of
uncertain incast transfer with a deterministic receiver or
deterministic senders. When both the senders and the
receiver are determined, we achieve a deterministic incast transfer, abbreviated as incast transfer in the remainder
of this paper. As aforementioned, all highly correlated
flows of an incast transfer should be aggregated during the transmission process. Before discussing the innetwork aggregation of an uncertain incast transfer, we
start with the incast transfer as an example.
3.2 Measurement of aggregating an incast transfer
For any incast transfer, it is feasible to significantly
reduce the amount of caused traffic by performing the innetwork aggregation, thereby greatly saving the network
resources.
For an incast transfer in a data center, we need to form
an incast tree from the graph G=(V, E), by combining
those unicast paths from all senders to the same receiver.
The flow from each sender thus can be delivered to the
receiver along the formed tree. Consider that there exist
multiple equal-cost routing paths between any pair of
nodes in densely connected data center networks. That
is, a flow between any pair of sender and receiver can
choose any route from multiple ones, for example α.
In this way, the selected routing paths for such flows
generate at most αm potential incast trees, given an
incast transfer with m senders. To select a desired incast
tree, with the minimal network traffic due to utilize the
in-network aggregation, a cost metric should be defined
for measuring each incast aggregation tree.
As aforementioned, existing network structures for
data centers can be roughly divided into two categories,
the switch-centric and the server-centric. Given an incast transfer, they differ in the selection and usage of
aggregating nodes in related incast tree. Hence, the cost
metric of an aggregation tree should be calculated in a
dedicated way, respectively.
For server-centric network structures, such as BCube,
each vertex in an incast tree represents either a commodity server or switch. Commodity servers support
the in-network cache and advanced packet processing,
and hence deliver a programmable data plane. The
used commodity switches, however, cannot naturally
support a programmable data plane. Thus, a vertex is
an aggregating vertex only if it represents a server and
at least two flows converge at it. It then aggregates its
incoming flows and forwards a generated single flow
instead of multiple individual flows along the tree. The
size of the resultant single flow is the maximum size
among all incoming flows of the aggregating vertex. At
a non-aggregating vertex, the size of its outgoing flow is
the sum size of its incoming flows.
Novel switches can indeed be aggregating nodes in
switch-centric network structures, such as Fat-Tree. That

OVERVIEW

OF AGGREGATING UNCERTAIN
INCAST TRANSFER

We start with the analysis of uncertain incast transfer
and the measurement of aggregating an incast transfer.
We then discuss the problem of aggregating an uncertain
incast transfer.
3.1

Problem statement of uncertain incast transfer

For a data center, we model it as a graph G = (V, E) with
a vertex set V and an edge set E. A vertex of the graph
corresponds to a switch or a datacenter server. An edge
(u, v) denotes a link, through which u connects with v
where v, u∈V .
As aforementioned, many data-intensive frameworks
incur serious incast transfers across successive stages
in data centers. Moreover, such incast transfers usually
across racks and consume large amount of network
resources. Prior proposals [9], [12] for accelerating the
completion of an incast transfer, however, assumes prior
knowledge of transfer characteristics. That is, the endpoints of each flow in an incast transfer are fixed in
advance. This is called the deterministic incast transfer.
Fortunately, for many incast transfers, it is not necessary that the endpoints of their flows have to be in specific locations as long as certain constraints are satisfied.
For example, a map task would be scheduled to one of
three machines hosting its input data, in order to achieve
the data locality. This brings the sender flexibility for an
incast transfer. To ease the presentation, the number of
possible endpoint of the source of each flow is set to
three. Thus, for an incast transfer with m flows, the number of different combination of possible sender endpoints
is 3m . Moreover, each reduce task will be scheduled in
the entire data center as long as certain constraints can be
satisfied. This incurs the receiver flexibility for an incast
transfer. Those facts bring new opportunities to manage
and aggregate each incast transfer. This general problem
is formalized as an uncertain incast transfer.
Definition 1: An uncertain incast transfer consists of
m flows from a set of senders {s1 , s2 , ..., sm } to the
4

server and its n−1 1-hop neighbors in each dimension
are connected indirectly via a switch. Additionally, two
servers are j-hop neighbors if their labels differ in
number of j dimensions for 1≤j≤k+1. As shown in
Fig.2, servers v0 and v15 , with labels 00 and 33, are 2hop neighbors since their labels differ in 2 dimensions.
Note that we also denote a server xk xk−1 ...x1 x0 with
the related decimal label. For example, the initial labels
of servers v0 and v15 are 00 and 33, respectively.
To realize the online building of aggregation tree for an
uncertain incast transfer, we aim to design approximate
methods to exploit the topological feature of datacenter
networks in Section 4. Such methods involve two successive challenging issues. First, the initialization of uncertain senders aims to pick the best deterministic senders
from 3m candidates for an uncertain incast transfer.
Second, we need to derive the preferred incast tree for
achieving the outstanding aggregation gain, irrespective
of the location of the receiver.

Fig. 2. A BCube(4,1) consists of nk+1 =16 servers and
nk (k+1)=8 switches.
is, each non-leaf vertex in an incast tree represents
a switch, which is an aggregating vertex if meets at
least two flows. The leaf vertexes represent commodity
servers and are not aggregating nodes.
After clarifying the usage of aggregating nodes in
an incast aggregation tree under both types of network
structures, we present a general cost metric for any incast
aggregation tree as follows.
Definition 2: The cost of an incast tree means the
amount of overall traffic for completing the incast transfer, i.e., the sum of each edge’s weight. The weight of an
edge denotes the amount of its outgoing traffic. Without
loss of generality, we assume that the traffic from each
of m senders is unity to normalize the tree cost.
Note that the weight of the outgoing link is one at
an aggregating vertex and equals to the number of
incoming flows at a non-aggregating vertex. If an incast
tree does not adopt the in-network aggregatiosn, all of
vertices are non-aggregating ones. The gain of an incast
aggregation tree is the cost difference between the trees
without and with the in-network aggregation.
3.3

4

AGGREGATION

TREE BUILDING
FOR UNCERTAIN INCAST TRANSFER

METHOD

For an uncertain incast transfer, we start with analyzing
the diversity of its aggregation gain and design two
initialization methods for uncertain senders. We then
design two dedicated incast tree building methods to
achieve outstanding aggregation gain.
4.1

The diversity of in-network aggregation gain

In reality, an uncertain incast transfer will be transferred
as any potential incast transfer instance via selecting one
from at most 3m sender sets and assigning a receiver.
All instances of an uncertain incast transfer, however,
possess different gains of in-network flow aggregation
and exhibit diverse tree cost.
For an uncertain incast transfer, senders {s1 , s2 , s3 , s4 }
and receiver R are not specified in BCube(4,1). Assume
that s1 ∈{v2 , v5 , v6 }, s2 ∈{v9 , v10 , v15 }, s3 ∈{v1 , v10 , v11 },
and s4 ∈{v7 , v13 , v14 }. We use three instances, with the
same receiver v0 but different sender sets, to demonstrate
the impact of the sender flexibility. When the sender set
is {s1 =v6 , s2 =v9 , s3 =v10 , s4 =v7 }, the resultant incast tree
is of cost 14 with 11 active links. Thus, all of senders form
three groups, {v9 }, {v6 , v10 }, {v7 }, as shown in Fig.3(a).
If the sender set is {s1 =v5 , s2 =v9 , s3 =v10 , s4 =v14 }, the
resultant incast tree is of cost 12 with 9 active links.
In this case, those senders incur two groups, {v5 , v9 },
{v10 , v14 }, as shown in Fig.3(b). However, a more efficient incast transfer is of cost 8 with 6 active links
if we construct in the way shown in Fig.3(c), where
{s1 =v5 , s2 =v9 , s3 =v1 , s4 =v13 }. In this case, four senders
form just one group, {v1 , v5 , v9 , v13 } since they are onehop neighbors.
As shown in Fig.3, the three uncertain sender sets
cause diverse settings of sender groups. We can see that
flows from senders in each group are aggregated as

Aggregating an uncertain incast transfer

In this paper, our objective is to minimize the amount
of the network traffic for completing an uncertain incast
transfer by applying the in-network aggregation. Due
to the flexibility of both senders and the receiver, an
uncertain incast transfer can be embodied up to 3m ×N
incast transfers, where N denotes the amount of servers
in a data center. For an incast transfer, the minimal
aggregation tree problem is to find a connected subgraph
in G=(V, E) that spans all incast members with the
minimal cost. As proved in prior work [12], to discover
a minimal aggregation tree for an incast transfer in
BCube, a densely connected data center network, is NPhard. Accordingly, it is NP-hard to identify a minimal
aggregation tree for an uncertain incast transfer even the
receiver is determined.
Without loss of generality, we use BCube as an example to show the aggregation of uncertain incast transfer.
BCube(n, k) is an emulation of a k+1 dimensional n-ary
generalized hypercube [28]. In BCube(n, k), two servers,
labeled as xk xk−1 ...x1 x0 and yk yk−1 ...y1 y0 are mutual
one-hop neighbors in dimension j if their labels only
differ in dimension j, where xi and yi ∈{0, 1, ..., n−1}
for 0≤i≤k. Such servers connect to a j level switch with
a label yk ...yj+1 yj−1 ...y1 y0 in BCube(n, k). Therefore, a
5

(a) An incast tree of cost 14 with 11 links.

(b) An incast tree of cost 12 with 9 links.

(c) An incast tree of cost 8 with 6 links.

Fig. 3. For an uncertain incast transfer in BCube(4,1), we show the aggregating trees for three incast transfers, which
have the same receiver v0 but different send sets {v6 , v9 , v10 , v7 }, {v5 , v9 , v10 , v14 }, and {v5 , v9 , v1 , v13 }, respectively.
just one flow after one-hop transmission. In this way,
the sender set with smaller number of sender groups
will cause less amount of network traffic in the next
round of forwarding towards the receiver. To minimize
the amount of resultant network traffic, we prefer to
find the sender set, which can be partitioned into the
least number of sender groups, e.g., the sender set in
Fig.3(c). This design can push the traditional aggregation
operation into the transmission process of flows as early
as possibly; hence, it can significantly save the network
resource. However, it is non-trivial to pick the best set
of senders for an uncertain incast transfer for achieving
the largest gain of in-network flow aggregation. This
motivates us to study the minimal sender group problem
of any uncertain incast transfer.

partitioned into groups such that for any group the labels
of its members only differ in dimension ej . Clearly, the
cardinality of each group is at most n. In each resultant
group, all members share a common one-hop neighbor
as the rendezvous node. This partition method meets the
constraints in Definition 3. Thus, given an incast transfer
we can partition all of its senders into the least number of
groups after comparing the results of k+1 rounds of the
above method. This method can be simplified as follows.
For any ej , we extract the label of each sender except the
dimension ej . The resultant label denotes a group covering such a sender. The computation overhead under ej
is proportional to the number of senders, m. The time
complexity is O(m × k) due to select the best routing
symbol from k + 1 ones.
The above efficient partition method, however, is inapplicable to tackle the MSG problem of an uncertain
incast transfer. The reason is that each uncertain sender
can be any one in a given sender set. A straightforward
way is to embody an uncertain incast transfer as 3m
possible incast transfers and apply the above partition
method to each incast transfer. Accordingly, we select
an incast transfer from all possible instances, which
results in the least number of groups. The best solution,
however, cannot be derived in polonominal time, due
to its time complexity O(m×k×3m ). Thus, we design
dedicated methods for the MSG problem of an uncertain
incast transfer.

4.2 Initializating senders for an uncertain incast
transfer
A simple initialization method is to just randomly pick
one from the endpoint set of each uncertain sender. As
shown in Fig.3, this method cannot ensure to pick the
best set of senders for achieving the largest gain of innetwork flow aggregation. For this reason, we introduce
the MSG problem in Definition 3 to replace such a
random non-MSG initialization method.
Definition 3: For an uncertain incast transfer, the minimal sender group (MSG) problem means to pick a deterministic one from a set of senders for each flow. Thus,
the picked senders form the least number of partitioned
groups. The intersection among groups is empty and any
node pair in a group are one-hop neighbors.
The partition method dominates the selection of the
sender set. To exploit the benefits of in-network aggregation, it is better that flows originating from all senders
in each partitioned group reach a common aggregating
node after at most one-hop transmission. In this way,
such correlated flows can perform the aggregation functions at the earliest time; hence, the caused network
traffic is significantly reduced. Thus, a challenge of the
MSG problem is to design an efficient partition method.
We first consider the partition problem of all senders in
the case of a deterministic incast transfer in BCube(n, k).
We define a partition symbol ej ∈{0, 1, ..., k} for 0≤j≤k.
For any of such k+1 partition symbols, all of senders are

4.2.1 A greedy MSG method based on one dimension
For an uncertain incast transfer, the basic idea is to
partition an endpoint set, the combination of all Si
for 1≤i≤m, using each routing symbol ej for 0≤j≤k
individually. The Partition(S, ej ) function in Algorithm
1 presents the implementation details. Accordingly, we
can find the routing symbol, among k+1 ones, which
incurs the least number of groups after k+1 rounds
of Partition(S, ej ) in Algorithm 1. Without loss of generality, we assume that such a routing symbol is e0 .
The partitioned groups resulting from the symbol eo ,
however, are unreasonable for the minimal sender group
problem. The root cause is that such partitioned groups
contain the whole members of each Si for 1≤i≤m, i.e., all
possible senders of each flow. For this reason, we design
a cleanup function to refine the partitioned groups such
6

Algorithm 1 The SD-based greedy MSG method

Algorithm 2 The MD-based greedy MSG method

Require: An uncertain incast transfer with a family S =
{S1 , ..., Sm } of m sets of senders Si ∈ V in BCube(n,k).
1: Let S denote the union of all members in the sets S1 , ..., Sm .
2: Let Lgroups be a set of partitioned groups of S, which is
empty.
3: for j=0 to k do
4:
ej ← j {denotes a partition symbol}
5:
Tgroups←Partition(S, ej )
6:
if Lgroups is empty or |T groups| < |Lgroups| then
7:
Lgroups ← T groups
8: Return the output of Cleanup(Lgroups).
Partition(S, ej )
1: while S contains a sender with label xk ...xj ...x0 do
2:
Allocate this sender to a group labeled as
xk ...xj+1 xj−1 ...x0 .
3:
Remove this sender from the set S.
4: Return the resultant groups.
Cleanup(Lgroups)
1: Sort Lgroups in the descending order of the set cardinality.
2: for j=0 to |Lgroups| do
3:
Consider each node0 of the j th group in Lgroups. For
each Si containing node0 for 1≤i≤m, Si just keeps node0
while deleting all of other members.
4:
All of deleted members from Si should be removed from
other groups, so as to keep the consistancy between S
and Lgroups.

Require: An uncertain incast transfer with a family S =
{S1 , ..., Sm } of m sets of senders Si ∈ V in BCube(n,k).
1: Process the input via calling the Pre-process function.
2: Let S denote the union of all members in the sets S1 , ..., Sm .
3: Let Lgroups record the partition results of S.
4: for i=0 to k do
5:
ei ← i {denotes a partition symbol}
6:
Add the output of Partition(S, ei ) into Lgroups.
7: Cleanup(Lgroups)
8: Return Lgroups
Pre-process(S1 , ..., Sm )
1: for i=0 to m do
2:
For any member node0 of Si , if it also appears in other
Sj for i 6= j, Si and Sj keep node0 while remove all
other members.
Cleanup(Lgroups)
1: Sort Lgroups in the descending order of the set cardinality.
2: for i=0 to |Lgroups| do
3:
For any node0 of the ith group in Lgroups, all of other
groups need to remove it if possible.
4:
For each Sj containing node0 for 1≤j≤m, Sj just keeps
node0 while deleting all of other members.
5:
All of deleted members from Sj should be removed from
other groups, so as to keep the consistancy between S
and Lgroups.

Thus, the entire complexity is O(m2 +m×k); hence, Theorem 1 is proved.

that just one member exists in each Si .
We first sort the partitioned sender groups, according
to their cardinalities in the descending order, and then
process each sender groups orderly. For each member
node0 in the first sender group with the largest cardinality, we verify whether Si contains node0 for 1≤i≤m.
If it is true, the set Si just keeps node0 while deleting
all other members. This operation makes the uncertain
Si become a deterministic one. Moreover, those deleted
members from Si should also be removed from other
corresponding partitioned groups. If none of Si contains
node0 , node0 should be removed from that group. For the
second largest group, we perform the same operations
aforementioned. Such a recursive method finally results
in a refined set of sender groups, which satisfy the
requirement of Definition 3. That is, each Si for 1≤i≤m
just contains one member; hence, the source of each flow
becomes deterministic from uncertain. We measure the
time complexity of the SD-based partition method in
Theorem 1. It significantly outperforms the straightforward method with the time complexity O(m×k×3m ).
Theorem 1: The time complexity of the SD-based
greedy MSG method is O(m2 +m×k).
Proof: Algorithm 1 consists of two stages, the partition and cleanup. In the first stage, the time complexity
of Partition(S, ei ) is O(m) since it processes at most 3×m
senders. The entire time complexity is O(m×k) due to
identify the partitioned result with the least number of
groups under k+1 partition symbols. In the second stage,
the time complexity due to sort groups is O(m2 ) since
the number of partitioned groups is at most 3×m in the
best case. The time complexity of the cleanup operation
is O(m2 ), due to compare any pair of partitioned groups.

4.2.2

A greedy MSG method based on multi-dimensions

Although the SD-based partition method is more efficient than the straightforward method, the following
gains have not been utilized to enhance its efficiency and
performance.
1) First, each node, node0 , may appear at more than
one Si . That is, the intersection of some pairs of
Si are not empty for 1≤i≤m. This observation is
true since a server may host the required data of
multiple tasks of a job. If all of such tasks are scheduled to node0 , the resulting flows from such tasks
can be aggregated locally. This will considerably
increase the gain of in-network flow aggregation
and save the network resource. Accordingly, such
nodes should have priority to be selected by all
involved Si during the partition process.
2) Second, all members in Si for 1≤i≤m can be partitioned into the least number of groups using e0
in the first stage. However, the partitioned result is
not necessary to keep the least number of groups
after being refined by the cleanup function. As a
result, the output of Algorithm 1 may hold the least
number of groups under other partition symbols.
Moreover, some isolated groups each with only one
member under a partition symbol still have opportunity to be one-hop neighbor with each other
under another partition symbol. For example, two
isolated groups {v0 } and {v12 } under e1 actually
can be one-hop neighbors under e0 in BCube(4,1);
hence, they can form a group {v0 , v12 } in Fig.2.
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To fully exploit such benefits, we further design Algorithm 2, which consists of three major stages, the preprocessing, the partition, and the cleanup.
The basic idea of the first stage is to exploit the above
first kind of gain. Given all of uncertain sets S1 , ..., Sm ,
we first need to derive out the frequency of each unique
element. This can be simply realized by traversing all
of elements in each uncertain set at the cost of O(m)
time complexity. Note that the sum of cardinalities for
S1 , ..., Sm is 3×m. For any unique element node0 with
non-one frequency, those uncertain sets with it should
just keep node0 while remove other members. This can
be completed at the cost of O(m2 ) time complexity, since
each unique element checks at most m−1 uncertain sets.
To exploit the second kind of benefit, Algorithm 2
needs to carefully re-design the partition and cleanup
operations. In the partition stage, the union of S1 , ..., Sm
is partitioned using each symbol ei independently, for
0≤i≤k. Let Lgroups record the combination of partitioned results under all routing symbols, with cardinality
of at most 3k×m. The cause is that the number of
partitioned groups is at most 3×m in the worst case for
each partition symbol. Accordingly, we can derive that
the time complexity of the second stage is O(k×m).
Algorithms 2 and 1 differ in the cleanup function
with the changed partition stages. At the beginining, all
groups in Lgroups are sorted according to their cardinalities in the descending order. The time complexity of
this process is O(k 2 ×m2 ) since 3k×m groups compare
their cardinalities with each other in the worst case.
For each node0 in the first sender group with the
largest cardinality, it also appears at other k groups
due to the partition from k+1 dimensions. Therefore,
node0 should be removed from other groups with it.
Additionally, we verify whether Sj contains node0 for
1≤j≤m. If it is true, the set Sj just keeps node0 while
deleting all other members. This operation makes the
uncertain Sj become a deterministic one. At the same
time, those deleted members from Sj have to be removed from those partitioned groups with them. If none
of Si contains node0 , node0 should be removed from
that group. For other available groups, we recursively
perform the same operations in order. Such a recursive
method finally results in as less number of sender groups
as possible, which satisfy the requirement of Definition
3. We measure the time complexity of the MD-based
partition method in Theorem 2.
Theorem 2: The time complexity of the MD-based
greedy MSG method is O(k 2 ×m2 ).
Proof: Algorithm 2 consists of three major stages. For
the pre-process stage, the time complexity is O(m2 +m).
The cause is that each of at most 3×m unique element
checks at most m−1 uncertain sets after serving the
cardinality of each unique element. The time complexity
of the partition stage is O(k×m), due to call k+1 rounds
of Partition(S, ei ) function, whose time complexity is
O(m). In the cleanup stage, the sorting operation costs
of O(k 2 ×m2 ) time complexity. The operation in line 3

of removing at most 3m node0 s from potential 3k×m
groups is of time complexity O(k×m2 ). The operation
in line 4 of updating related uncertain sets Si is of time
complexity O(m2 ), due to compare at most 3m node0
with m uncertain sets. The final operation in line 5 is
of time complexity O(k×m2 ) due to compare node0 ,
at most number of 3m, with at most 3k×m potential
groups. Thus, the entire complexity of the third stage
is O(k 2 ×m2 ). In summary, the entire time of complexity
of three stages is O(k 2 ×m2 ). Theorem 2 is proved.
4.3

Group-based incast tree building methods

Our initialization methods could make each uncertain
set Si for 1≤i≤m become deterministic, since it contains
one sender. Let S={s1 , s2 , ..., sα } denote the union of
all Si for 1≤i≤m. Moreover, such deterministic senders
have been organized as a series of groups, G1 , G2 , ..., Gβ .
For example, four deterministic senders in Fig.3(c) just
form one group, {v1 , v5 , v9 , v13 } since they are one-hop
neighbors. In this way, an uncertain incast transfer has
been transferred as a weak uncertain incast transfer with
an uncertain receiver and a set of deterministic senders.
To explore the benefit of in-network aggregation,
we consider an incast transfer as an example, which
has a deterministic receiver r and a set of senders
S={s1 , s2 , ..., sα }. Note that α is usually less than m
since Si just contains one sender for 1≤i≤m and the
intersection of some pairs of them may be non-empty.
The root cause is the design of the Pre-process function
in Algorithm 2, for the sake of exploiting the first kind of
gains mentioned in Section 4.2.2. For this reason, we use
a variable ci to denote the multiplicity of si for 1≤i≤α in
the union of S1 , ..., Sm . Additionally, ci refers the number
of data flows originating from si in the incast transfer.
For such an incast transfer derived from that uncertain
incast transfer, our objective is to construct a minimal
incast aggregation tree in G=(V, E), that spans all incast
members with minimal cost for completing the incast
transfer. The data flow from each sender thus can be
delivered to the receiver r along the formed tree. As
mentioned in [12], building such an incast tree for any
incast transfer is NP-hard in many data center network,
such as BCube. Prior incast-tree building approaches,
relying on deterministic incast transfers, are unaware of
the gains of initializing uncertain senders. Accordingly,
we design an approximate method to fully exploit the
benefits of the initialization result of uncertain senders.
4.3.1 Basic idea
Consider such an incast transfer of an uncertain incast
transfer. Its aggregation incast tree can be expanded as
a directed multistage graph from all of senders towards
the only receiver. The multistage graph is at most k+2
stages. An intrinsic insight for deriving an aggregation
incast tree is to first map all of senders into those stages.
Each sender si for 1≤i≤α should appear at the stage j if
it is a j-hop neighbor of the receiver. It is clear that the
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For a single group with |Gi |=1, it lacks a related
partition symbol ei . The only sender has a one-hop
neighbor at stage k in each of those k dimensions, where
the labels of the server and the receiver only differ. If the
sender randomly selects a one-hop neighbor for stage
k, the resultant incast tree losses non-trivial aggregation
opportunities. A reasonable way is that the sender selects
such a one-hop neighbor for next stage, which is just
a sender of the incast transfer if possible. Thus, the
flow from group Gi and the local flow of the selected
sender at the next stage can be performed the interstage aggregation. In a general scenario, the inter-stage
aggregation fails to be achieved for a single group, when
none of possible neighbors at the next stage is a sender
of the incast transfer.
Accordingly, for a single group with |Gi |=1, we design an intra-stage aggregation scheme to identify an
aggregation server at the same stage if possible. Consider
that the only sender node0 in Gi is isolated from other
groups. Fortunately, it may have a neighbor in one of
other dimensions, {0, 1, ...k}-{ei }, which exists in other
group Gj with |Gj |>1 with a partition symbol ej . In
such a case, node0 no longer needs to deliver its flow
towards the next stage but to such a neighbor at the same
stage. The selected one-hop neighbor thus aggregates all
incoming data flows and the data flow by itself at stage
k+1.
The only node in a single group with |Gi |=1 will randomly select a next server at stage k along any partition
symbol of other large groups if it realizes neither interstage aggregation nor intra-stage aggregation. Consider
that some of partitioned sender groups may also appear
at stage k. Thus, the set of all servers on stage k are the
union of two parts, the already existing senders at stage
k and all appended servers, derived from those sender
groups at stage k+1.
We can thus directly apply our approach to infer the
required servers at the stage k-1, and so on. However,
two dedicated considerations can further reduce the cost
of resultant incast aggregation tree. First, those already
existing senders form a set of partitioned groups according to Algorithm 2. Thus, each of appended new servers
should be added into a group if it is a one-hop neighbor
of all senders in that group. Second, all of rest nodes,
which cannot be included into any existing groups, may
have chance to be partitioned into a few new groups
according to Algorithm 2. Finally, servers in all k+2
stages and the directed paths across successive stages
constitute an aggregation incast tree for an uncertain
incast transfer in BCube(n, k). The resultant tree is called
the group based incast tree. Such a method is called the
group-based aggregation tree building method.
Theorem 3: For an uncertain incast transfer with a
given receiver and m non-deterministic senders in
BCube(n, k), the complexity of the group-based aggregation tree building method is of O(m2 × log2 N ), where
N =nk+1 is the number of servers in BCube.
Proof: At the beginning, our method has to solve

stage 0 only has the receiver. During such a mapping
process, the associated groups G1 , ..., Gβ of the sender
set S exhibit the following characteristics. For any Gi for
1≤i≤β, the distance from it to the receiver r is defined
as j accordingly.
1) If |Gi |=1, the only sender just appears at the stage
j if it is a j-hop neighbor of the receiver.
2) If |Gi |>1, all of its senders are mutual one-hop
neighbors in a given dimension. At most one
sender is (j-1)-hop neighbor while other senders
are j-hop neighbors of the receiver. Thus, all
senders of Gi appear at the same stage j or across
stages j and j-1. For example, a partitioned group
{v5 , v9 } appear at the same stage 2 in Fig.3(b), while
a partitioned group {v1 , v5 , v9 , v13 } locate across
stages 2 and 1 in Fig.3(c).
Each partitioned group Gi is maintained well during
the mapping process. However, only such senders and
the receiver in BCube(n, k) are insufficient to form an
incast tree in the level of a generalized hypercube. The
problem is translated to identify a minimal set of additional servers for each stage and identify switches across
successive stages, so as to constitute an incast tree with
the low cost. Recall that a pair of neighboring servers
across two successive stages connects to a common
switch, whose label and level can be derived from the
labels of servers. For this reason, we just focus on the
selection of additional servers for each stage.
Identifying the minimal set of servers for each stage is
an efficient approximate method for the minimal incast
aggregation tree problem. For any stage, less number of
servers incurs less number of outgoing flows towards
the receiver since all incoming flows at each server will
be aggregated as a single flow. The insight of our method
is to derive a common neighbor at stage j-1 for as many
servers at stage j as possible. In this way, the number of
total servers at stage j-1 can be significantly reduced.
We identify the minimal set of additional servers at
each stage from stage (k+1) to stage 1, recursively. We
start with stage k+1, which just contains senders that
are (k+1)-hops neighbors of the receiver. Such servers
fall into groups G1 , ..., Gβ , which are (k+1) hops from
the receiver. Such groups are ranked and processed in
the order of their cardinalities.
4.3.2 Inter-stage and intra-stage aggregation
For a group |Gi |>1, the labels of its all servers only differ
in one dimension, i.e., the partition symbol ei . Our design insight is that all flows from Gi should be forwarded
towards the common one-hop neighbor to be aggregated
at stage k, called an inter-stage aggregation scheme. Such
a common neighbor can be simply determined by ei . It
has the same label with all servers in Gi except the ei
dimension. Its label in the ei dimension is just equal to
that of the receiver’s label. Such a common neighbor may
appear at the group Gi or not. If yes, it has been mapped
to stage k. Otherwise, it should be appended as a new
server for stage k.
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Fig. 4. For uncertain incast transfers in BCube(8,4), the
changing trends of two metrics when m ranges from 100
to 4000 under different tree building methods, when using
the MD-based initialization method.
We evaluate the benefits of uncertain incast transfers
against the deterministic one by comparing four metrics
of each resulting incast aggregation trees. They are the
resultant network traffic (the tree cost), the number of
active links, the amount of unique senders, and the
amount of partitioned groups. The last two metrics can
be used to measure our initialization methods of uncertain senders. More precisely, we consider up to 9 types
of incast aggregation trees, resulting from the combination of different initialization methods and tree building
methods. The initialization methods include our SDbased and MD-based MSG methods, and the random
non-MSG method. The tree building methods cover our
interstage-based and intrastage-based building methods as
well as the IRS-based method in [12]. The IRS-based incast
tree was proposed for the deterministic incast transfer,
resulting from the random non-MSG initialization of an
uncertain incast transfer. The evaluation results show
that this method is less efficient than our interstage-based
and intrastage-based building methods, irrespective of the
utilized initialization method.
Moreover, we regulate several essential factors to evaluate their impacts on the performance metrics. They
are the incast transfer size, the data center size, the
aggregation ratio among inter-flows, the distribution of
incast members, and the receiver diversity.

EVALUATION

We start with the evaluation methodology and scenarios.
We then evaluate uncertain incast transfers and related
work under different incast transfer sizes, data center
sizes, aggregation ratio, distributions of incast members,
and the receiver diversity.
5.1

8000

8000

IRS-based incast tree
Interstage-based incast tree
Intrastage-based incast tree

Number of active links

the associated MSG problem via invoking Algorithm 2
at the cost of time complexity O(k 2 ×m2 ). As a result,
all uncertain senders become deterministic and are partitioned into the least number of groups, irrespective of
the selection of the receiver. To take a step further, our
group-based method constructs an incast aggregation
tree from at most stage k+1 to stage 1 recursively. At
each stage 1≤i≤k+1, the number of existing senders and
appended new servers is definitely less than m. We try
to append those isolated servers to existing groups at the
cost of time complexity O(m2 ). Finally, we will derive a
next neighbor at stage i-1 for each group or each isolated
server at the cost of time complexity O(m). Thus, the
computation cost of deriving the incast aggregation tree
is O(k×(m2 + m)) since it involves at most k+1 stages.
The entire computation cost of our method is O(k 2 ×m2 );
hence, Theorem 3 is proved.

Evaluation methodology and scenarios

Before evaluating the benefits of uncertain incast transfers, we first emulate data centers of BCube(n, k) from
the aspect of overlay networks. One hundred virtual
machines (VMs) are hosted by ten physical servers connected together with a switched Ethernet. Each server
is equipped with two 8-core Intel Xeon E5620 2.40 GHz
processors and 64GB memory, running the CentOS 5.6.
One VM acts as the controller node, while each of other
VMs emulates a series of virtual Bcube nodes (VBNs)
on demand. We simulate BCube(8, k) data centers for
3≤k≤7 by establishing logical links among such VBNs
according to the building method of BCube.
To achieve an uncertain incast transfer, the controller
node then launches a word count job. Such a job will
be scheduled over all VBNs to perform a set of maplike or reduce-like tasks. Without loss of generality, for
each file block to be processed, its replicas are selectively
deployed to three VBNs, across two virtual racks. As a
result, an uncertain incast transfer forms between those
uncertain map-like tasks and each deterministic receiver
for a job. The root cause is that an uncertain map-like
task for each file block can be finally scheduled to one
of three related VBNs. Note that the efficiency of our
methods would be improved under more replicas, i.e.,
saving more bandwidth consumption. On the contrary,
the efficiency of our methods would be decreased under
less number of replicas. After initializing an uncertain
incast transfer, the average flow size across the map and
reduce stages is one unit (about 10MB). That is, it is not
necessary that all flows of an incast transfer are of equal
size in the evaluations from Section 5.2 to Section 5.6.

5.2

Impact of the incast transfer size

A MapReduce-like job often involves several hundred or
thousands map tasks. To measure the scaling properties
of our methods, we deploy a series of uncertain incast
transfers over BCube(8,4). The number of servers accommodated is 32768, which is large enough for a production
data center. For each uncertain incast transfer, the number of uncertain senders ranges from 100 to 4000 with
the interval 100, while the receiver is fixed.
We collect the amount of network traffic and the
number of active links after completing each uncertain
incast transfer along different incast aggregation trees.
Such trees result from the combination of three potential
initialization methods and three candidate tree building
methods. We plot the changing trends of the performance metrics on average and the standard deviation,
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Fig. 5. For uncertain incast transfers in BCube(8,4), the
changing trends of four metrics when m ranges from 100
to 4000 under different initialization methods, while using
the same intrastage-based tree building method.
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Fig. 6. The changing trends of four metrics for different incast trees of an uncertain incast transfers with m=1000 in
BCube(8,k) for 3≤k≤7. Note that our evaluations always
utilize the preferred intrastage-based building method.

among 1000 rounds of experiments, under the three
tree building methods while the same MD-based initialization method in Fig.4(a) and Fig.4(b), respectively.
Note that similar evaluation results under the SD-based
initialization method are achieved. Our intrastage-based
and interstage-based incast trees for an uncertain incast
transfer can save the caused network traffic up to 33.85%
and 27% on average than the prior IRS-based incast tree.
It is clear that our intrastage-based tree building method
considerably outperforms other two building methods.
We then plot the changing trends of the performance
metrics on average, under the varied initialization methods but the same intrastage-based tree building method
in Fig.5(a) and Fig.5(b), respectively. Note that similar
evaluation results are also achieved under other two
tree-building methods. It is clear that our MD-based and
SD-based methods outperform the random initialization
method, due to incur less amount of network traffic and
occupy less number of links, irrespective of the values of
m. The root cause is that our two methods aim to address
the fundamental MSG problem of an uncertain incast
transfer. However, traditional incast transfer, resulting
from the random initialization of an uncertain incast
transfer, always omits such an essential problem.
The benefits of MD-based and SD-based methods are
further evidenced by Fig.5(c) and Fig.5(d). First of all,
our two MSG-based methods utilize less unique senders
than random initialization method. Actually, the two
methods consider those potential senders shared by
some flows of the give uncertain incast transfer. Second,
the MD-based and SD-based initialization methods also
naturally partition the given set of senders into less
number of groups. As a result, more flows of an un-

certain incast transfer will be locally aggregated at some
senders or at one-hop neighbors, and hence significantly
decrease the resultant network traffic. Although the similar ideas can be used to partition those senders after the
random initialization, they will bring more partitioned
groups, as shown in Fig.5(d).
More precisely, the intrastage-based tree for an uncertain incast transfer can save the network traffic up to
22.6% and 16%, when using the MD-based and SD-based
initialization methods against to the random non-MSG
initialization method. At the same time, the number
of active links can be reduced up to 29% and 20%,
respectively. Less active links means that the incast tree
occupies less servers and network devices. Note that
the MD-based method achieves more gains than the SDbased method, due to the specific design in Section 4.2.2.
Thus, the MD-based method should be the preferred
one during the initialization process, irrespective of the
setting of m.
5.3 Impact of the data center size
After finding the preferred sender initialization method
and incast tree building method, we evaluate the impact
of the data center size on the performance of resulting incast tree. We emulate BCube(8,k), k∈{3, 4, 5, 6, 7}
and generate the uncertain incast transfer with m=1000
uncertain senders and any given receiver, which are
randomly deployed in BCube(8,k). The given uncertain
incast transfer will be complete along different incast
trees, formed by the preferred intrastage-based building
method under the three different initialization methods.
Fig.6 shows that the amount of network traffic and
active links of the three incast trees always grow up
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Fig. 7. The changing trends of caused network traffic
along with the increase of aggregation factors, under
different initialization and tree building methods for a given
uncertain incast transfer with m=1000 in BCube(8,5).

Fig. 8. The performance metrics under two distributions
of incast transfer members with 1000 uncertain senders
in BCube(8,4). Note that the preferred intrastage-based
building method is always utilized.

along the increase of the data center size, irrespective of
the used initialization method. The MD-based method
exhibits remarkable advantages than other two method
for middle size data centers when k<5, while has similar
performance when k≥5. Note that BCube(8,5) refers a
large-scale data center with 262144 servers. The fundamental reason is that the benefit of our MSG methods
becomes weak, due to the extremely sparse distribution of all members of an uncertain incast transfer in
huge-scale data centers. This problem could be well
addressed after introducing a managed distribution way
of involved members in an uncertain incast transfer, as
discussed in Section 5.5. Fig.6(c) and Fig.6(d) provide additional evidences for such an observation. The number
of unique senders under the three initialization methods
exhibit trivial difference after k exceeds 5, and so does
the number of partitioned sender groups.

an uncertain incast transfer in a more general scenario
where 0≤γ≤0.8.
Fig.7(a) and Fig.7(b) show that the preferred
intrastage-based tree building method always incurs less
amount of network traffic than other two methods when
γ≤0.8, irrespective of the used initialization method.
Additionally, we can see that the MD-based initialization
always outperform the random initialization method.
Such results demonstrate the gain of the inter-flow
data aggregation for more general uncertain incast
transfers. Assume that the value of the random variable
γ follows a uniform distribution (if any). In this setting,
our intrastage-based incast tree saves the network
traffic by 35% and 33% in Fig.7(a) and Fig.7(b) on
average, compared to the IRS-based method. Thus,
our intrastage-based building method considerably
outperforms other methods for general uncertain incast
transfers, irrespective of the used initialization methods.

5.4

Impact of the aggregation ratio
5.5

To ease the explanation, prior analysis assumes that
the size of new flow after aggregating multiple flows,
consisting of key-value pairs, equals to that of the largest
flow. The evaluations indicate that it is not necessary always true. We evaluate the performance of our methods
for uncertain incast transfers in more general scenarios.
Given δ data flows in a general incast transfer, let ci
denote the size of the ith data flow for 1≤i≤δ. Let γ
denote the aggregation ratio among any number of data
flows, where 0≤γ≤1. Thus, the size of the resultant new
data flow after aggregation is given by
max{c1 , c2 , ..., cδ } + γ ×

Xδ
i=1

Impact of distributions of incast members

Currently, all members of an uncertain incast transfer
are scheduled to idle servers in the scope of the entire
data center. That is, the senders and the receiver are
somehow randomly distributed in the data center. Such a
random distribution makes the uncertain incast transfer
occupy more data center resources and generate more
network traffic. In this Section, we extend our MDbased initialization method and intrastage-based tree
building method to involve uncertain incast transfers,
whose members are distributed in a managed manner.
The key insight is to find the smallest subnet
BCube(n, k1 ) in BCube(n, k) such that all members of
an uncertain incast transfer satisfy their schedule constraints in the subnet. In such a case, the hamming distance between the receiver and each potential sender of
the incast transfer is at most k1 +1≤k+1, i.e., their labels
just differ in at most k1 +1 dimensions. The intrastagebased incast tree in the scope of BCube(n, k1 ) for such
an incast transfer has at most k1 +1 stages. In theory,
it occupies less data center resources and incurs less
network traffic than prior incast tree in the entire scope
of BCube(n, k).


ci − max{c1 , c2 , ..., cδ } .

Our analysis in Section 3.2 just tackles a special scenario
where γ=0. Another special scenario is that each key
in one of such δ data flows does not appear at other
data flows, i.e., γ=1. In such a special case, an initialized uncertain incast transfer cannot achieve any gain
from the aggregation among the δ data flows. Such two
special scenarios rarely happen in practice. Therefore, we
further evaluate the three tree building methods under
the MD-based and random initialization methods, for
12

Resultant network traffic (units)

methods would make each uncertain sender become deterministic. Such deterministic senders have been partitioned as the least number of groups, G1 , G2 , ..., Gβ . Definition 3 ensures that flows from each partitioned group
can perform the aggregation function at a common onehop aggregating node. Hence, the caused network traffic
is significantly reduced after the first hop transmission,
no matter the selection of the receiver. Picking different
receivers would cause distinct incast aggregation trees,
which incurs different amount of network traffic during
the subsequent transmissions. However, the majority
amount of network traffic of each incast aggregation tree
is incurred during the beginning one-hop transmission.
To verify this conclusion, we study uncertain incast
transfers with m=100, m=500, and m=1000, each of
which has 100 candidates of the receiver. Moreover,
we consider uncertain incast transfers with m=2000,
m=3000, and m=4000, each of which has 1000 candidates
of the receiver.
Fig.9 plots the changing trend of the caused network
traffic under different settings of uncertain incast transfers. It is clear that those incast trees exhibit trivial
differences on the amount of network traffic. Table 2
shows more evidences about such a result. The standard
deviation σ is always small even the amount of uncertain
senders increases up to 4000. Accordingly, we infer that
our initialization and tree building methods can well
address the problem of the receiver diversity.
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100

(a) m is 100, 500, and 1000.

(b) m is 2000, 3000, and 4000.

Fig. 9. For uncertain incast transfers with varied values
of m in BCube(8,5), the changing trend of network traffic,
resulting from incast trees under different receivers, is
relative smooth.
We generate a series of uncertain incast transfers,
each of which consists of 1000 uncertain senders under
BCube(8,k) for 3≤k≤7. For each setting of k, we apply
the two distribution schemes to all its incast transfers,
under the same tree building method but different initialization methods. Fig.8 plots the network traffic and
active links of each uncertain transfer under two different deployment schemes. The two metrics of incast trees
under the managed distribution are relative stable, and
always less than that in the case of random distribution,
irrespective of the initialization method. However, the
incast trees with the random distribution scheme exhibit
increasing amount of network traffic and active links
as the increase of k. Moreover, the evaluation results
indicate the same trend as discussed in Section 5.3.
That is, the incast trees with the MD-based and random
initialization exhibit the very similar performance in
huge-scale data centers after k exceeds 5.
Our tree-building approach in the managed distribution scheme saves the network traffic by 53% and
42% compared to that in the distribution scheme under the MD-based and random initialization methods,
respectively. Such results indicate that our tree-building
methods and initialization methods can achieve more
gains in the managed distribution scheme.
5.6

6

Impact of the receiver diversity

m=100
521.3
13.23

m=500
1764.7
18.8

m=1000
2796.3
19.19

m=2000
4518.2
31.05

m=3000
6101.8
32.87

AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we focus on minimizing the amount of
caused network traffic for completing an uncertain incast
transfer by applying the in-network aggregation. Prior
approaches, relying on deterministic incast transfers,
remain inapplicable to uncertain incast transfer. We thus
propose efficient approximate approaches by addressing
two dominate designing factors, i.e., the initialization of
uncertain senders and incast tree building. The proposed
MD-based initialization methods can pick best senders
for all flows of an incast transfer, so as to form the least
number of disjoint sender groups. Accordingly, we further design the interstage-based and intrastage-based incast
tree building methods. The comprehensive evaluation
results demonstrate that our method can significantly
reduce the network traffic per uncertain incast transfer,
compared to deterministic incast transfer.
This paper has made the first step toward resolving
the aggregation problem of incast transfer. Several open
issues need to be resolved in the future. First, shuffle
is another important transfer, which usually consists of
many incast transfers. It is still unknown how to aggregate an uncertain shuffle transfer, consisting of multiple
uncertain incast transfers. Such a set of uncertain incast
transfers share the same set of uncertain senders but
differ in the receivers. The set of uncertain senders would
be initialized as a set of deterministic senders by our
MD-based MSG method. As evaluated in Section 5.6,

For an uncertain incast transfer, our initialization methods make all uncertain senders become deterministic.
When designing the incast tree building methods, we
do not focus on picking the best receiver due to two
reasons. First, too many potential receivers bring huge
computation overhead to pick the best one, given the
set of deterministic senders. Second, our incast tree
building methods are not very sensitive to the selection
of receiver. As aforementioned, our MSG initialization
TABLE 2
The mean and standard deviation of the amount of
caused traffic under varied uncertain incast transfers.
µ
σ

C ONCLUSION

m=4000
7535.7
41.62
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our incast tree building methods can well address the
problem of the receiver diversity. Thus, they are possible
solutions for aggregating uncertain shuffler transfer in
our further work. Our prior work [12] has well tackled
the aggregation problem of deterministic shuffle transfer.
The idea of link multiplicity among incast trees is also
useful for aggregating an uncertain shuffle transfer.
Second, inside a given shuffler transfer, the joint optimization of multiple incast transfers have be discussed
as above. The challenging issue is the joint optimization
of scheduling multiple concurrent shuffle transfers, no
matter they are deterministic or uncertain. Although the
link multiplicity scheme can improve the link utilization
among shuffle transfers, the involved links face the risk
of congestion. Thus, it needs to carefully design the joint
scheduling scheme based on the research results for each
individual incast transfer.
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